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Why CCAs?

“Cost-competitive energy choice is important to our 
community. It’s exciting to have an alternative energy 

provider that allows residents to be part of the clean energy 
revolution, and supports community efforts in local job 

creation and workforce and economic development.”

Vice mayor of Vallejo, Pippin Dew in 
Solar Power World Nov. 25, 2019
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Community Choice Aggregation in California
Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) authorities, also known as Community Choice 
Energy, provide consumers with local control over their electricity supply. Through energy 
procurement activities, many CCAs are successful in lowering the cost of energy to their 
members and offering rate plans with greater renewable energy content than those offered 
by traditional electric utility suppliers. Some California CCAs also implement energy 
efficiency programs to help customers lower their energy bills. By helping reduce energy 
consumption, CCAs also support community climate adaptation and sustainability goals.

CCA governance is by a board of directors, comprised of one elected councilmember or 
supervisor from each member community. The board oversees policy, administration, 
and electricity supply— procuring power on behalf of residents and businesses from 
conventional and alternative suppliers. Transmission and distribution services continue to 
be provided by the local utility. 

Upon launch, California CCAs become the default provider of electricity to their 
communities. Customers may opt out, yet CCAs in California have less than a 5% opt out 
rate. In some other states or markets, a consumer must proactively “opt-in” to purchase 
electricity through the CCA.
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CCA Growth

California passed Assembly Bill 117, enabling the formation of CCAs, in 2002. As of 2020, 
18 CCAs sell electricity to more than 10 million customer accounts,1 and many other 
communities within the state’s investor-owned utility (IOU) service areas are considering 
the establishment of a CCA, as illustrated in Figure 1. All active CCAs procure more 
renewable energy than is required by state law.2 Massachusetts, Ohio, Illinois, New Jersey, 
New York, and Rhode Island have legislation that establishes CCAs.

1 CalCCA website. Accessed January 7, 2020. https://cal-cca.org/

2 O’Shaughnessy, Eric, Jenny Heeter, Julien Gattaciecca, Jenny Sauer, Kelly Trumbull, and Emily Chen. 2019. Community 

Choice Aggregation: Challenges, Opportunities, and Impacts on Renewable Energy Markets. Golden, CO: National Renewable 

Energy Laboratory. NREL/TP-6A20-72195. https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/72195.pdf. Accessed Nov. 27, 2019

Serving Customers

Considering CCAs
Filed Implementation Plans

Source: CalCCA

Figure 1: CCAs in California
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An Opportunity for Energy Efficiency Programs?
While CCAs are primarily focused on providing greener and cheaper electricity, many 
communities also use CCAs to expand the availability of energy efficiency (EE) programs 
to provide customized and focused services beyond the energy efficiency and demand 
response programs offered by large IOUs. CCA members still remain eligible to participate 
in the programs offered by the IOUs.

CCA “add-on” programs provide communities with additional avenues to advance 
sustainability and greenhouse gas reduction goals, reduce ratepayers’ energy bills, and 
promote economic development. Several examples of add-on programs follow. 

Sonoma Clean Power 
SCP distributes do-it-yourself energy and water savings toolkits with energy savings 
tips and guidance for simple home upgrades. Each kit also includes dimmable LED light 
bulbs, weather stripping, low-flow shower heads, and aerators that consumers can install. 
Measuring devices are included so that consumers can monitor electricity and water usage. 
SCP’s Lead Locally program is developing a local brick-and-motor Advanced Energy Center 
to promote high-efficiency technologies with the goal of doubling the energy efficiency of 
the community’s existing buildings. GridSavvy is an initiative that creates a community of 
SCP customers who earn rewards for installing smart devices like EV charging stations, 
heat pump water heaters, and smart thermostats, and enrolling in SCP’s demand response 
program. SCP’s Drive EverGreen offered multiple rounds of electric vehicles rebates. 

Marin Clean Energy 
MCE programs provide energy efficiency services to hard-to-reach market sectors, such 
as small commercial and multifamily sectors, while also focusing on non-energy benefits, 
including job creation, health and safety, and competitive and stable rates. MCE promotes 
efficiency through energy assessments, rebates, technical and project management 
assistance, and financing. MCE provided solar rebates to many low-income households. 
A pilot project shifts loads at customers’ homes and businesses from peak afternoon and 
evening hours to earlier in the day when solar power is plentiful and EV charging incentives 
encourage charging during peak solar generation hours, rather than later in the day. 
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Lancaster Choice Energy
LCE offers an Energy Advisor Program that provides homeowners with a free survey to 
highlight efficiency opportunities that include weatherization, efficiency upgrades, and 
special financing programs for energy saving appliances and equipment. LCE’s Small 
Commercial Direct Install Program supplies qualified Lancaster businesses with free energy 
saving products, like lighting and refrigeration upgrades, and free installation.

East Bay Community Energy 
EBCE, in partnership with other CCAs, plans to offer its residential and commercial 
customers a minimum of 32.7 MW of Resource Adequacy (RA) capacity and resilience by 
developing customer Distributed Energy Resources (DERs). This will expand the market for 
distributed RA capacity and accelerate the adoption of DERs in the service territory.
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Adding Efficiency Programs to CCAs’ Portfolios 
Running energy efficiency programs can be expensive, however, grants and state and 
federal funding initiatives are available to jump start local programs and markets. CCAs can 
also create programs that are self-funded by revenues received from customers, as long as 
the CCA commits to transparent accounting and does not divert funds for non-CCA uses. 

Accessing California Non-bypassable Charges 
California’s IOUs assess non-bypassable charges (NBCs) on all IOU customers to support 
public purpose programs like energy efficiency rebates and low-income bill assistance. 
CCAs can access NBCs either by applying or electing to administer EE or low-income 
programs. If a CCA applies to administer programs, the CCA can serve CCA and IOU 
customers in the service area. If a CCA elects to administer programs, it is limited in 
ratepayer funds and can serve only CCA customers. Both options must comply with 
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) policies, and each has advantages and 
disadvantages, as summarized in Table 1.

Apply to Administer Elect to Administer

Advantages

• Serves all customers, including 
opt-outs and customers outside 
CCA service territory

• Can access all IOU NBCs

• Can be approved within 60 days 
through Tier 2 advice filing 

• May be implemented anytime 
during a program cycle

• Can access IOU NBCs collected for 
CCA customers

• CCA programs can be 
administered in parallel with IOU 
programs

Disadvantages

• Lumped into rolling portfolio time 
line after initial application 

• Requires a detailed business plan

• Must define sectors, requires 
extensive analysis and market 
segmentation, proof that 
administration is highly qualified

• Excludes access to NBCs for 
statewide and regional programs 
authorized by the CPUC

• Limited to CCA customers – does 
not include opted-out customers 
or other non-CCA customers

Table 1: CCA Efficiency Program Options
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When deciding to offer an EE program, CCA boards 
and staff need to consider:

• Sources of funding   – self-funded, state or federal grant, or 
IOU NBCs? Each has its own requirements for reporting, 
administration, clients served, and transparency. Many CCAs use 
multiple funding sources for multiple programs.

• Administration requirements – rebate programs have a different 
set of polices, procedures, auditing, and reporting than direct-
install programs or self-help toolkits. All programs must conform 
to CPUC and state agencies’ regulations as well.

• Community needs – a county-wide CCA and a single-city CCA may 
have very different needs. The factors behind a program’s success 
in one location should be understood and evaluated to determine 
whether its achievements will translate into other communities. 
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Where Do We Go From Here? The CCA Path Forward.
The benefits of CCAs are clear: local choice, cleaner and more-affordable energy options, 
and expanded energy efficiency offerings targeted to a community’s needs. As cities and 
counties form CCAs and grow their program portfolios, collaboration is essential. 

Frontier Energy works with CCAs throughout California to augment their technical and 
regulatory expertise. We help communities form their CCAs, and work with them to 
evaluate, choose, and implement EE programs that best serve their communities. Frontier 
Energy provides support on CPUC-related policies, procedures, auditing and reporting 
requirements; and helps CCAs conform to CPUC evaluation, measurement, and verification 
protocols.

The process of operating a CCA and the responsibility for ongoing compliance are not 
without challenges. Frontier Energy is committed to working alongside communities as a 
resource for this process, sharing solutions and best practices to guide the way. 

Formation

Regulatory

Design

Implement

Report

Evaluate

Frontier Energy is committed to working alongside 
communities as a resource for the CCA process, 

sharing solutions and best practices to guide the way. 
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Contact Us
Do you have questions or insights on this topic? We’d love to hear from you. 

Contact the authors for information about CCAs and energy efficiency programs:

Edgar Strawbridge, 
Program Consultant

estrawbridge@frontierenergy.com 

Nancy Barba, 
Manager

nbarba@frontierenergy.com 

Chris Bradt, 
Manager

cbradt@frontierenergy.com 

Connect with Frontier Energy on LinkedIn at @frontier-energy


